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 The research aims at the personality of  Ibn  eyyaz, as this scholar  

has not been studied before as far as the researcher is concerned. 

Therefore, the research plan is arranged of an introduction, a preface, 

three chapters and a conclusion.  

 In the preface, the researcher defines the age Ibn eyyaz (seventeen 

century A.H.) in a simple way. As this century was common for his 

studies of the historians, the authors and linguists, then we spoke about 

his life and defining his personality, his sheikhs (mentors) and pupils 

(apostles) and death.  

The forward is concerned about the inflective trends in the era of Ibn 

eyyaz and the prevalent inflective method before his age.  

The first chapter falls into three inquiries; the first inquiry the 

researcher tackles the inflective resource which Ibn eyyaz. The third 

inquiry tackles his inflective doctrine and his ability of discussion and 

debate and influence by scholars.  

In the second chapter, the researcher sheds light on the evidences of 

hearing and the influence of Ibn eyyaz and his commitment to examples 

and witnesses about: standard and auditory. He mentions examples 

from the holy Koran and inflective and agreement (ajmaa)s. the 

researcher mentioned examples about Koranic texts and the readings 

and speeches of Arab of prose and verses. In the standard, the 

researcher followed the method of evidence of and referring to them.  

The third chapter is concerned with the study of inflection themes in six 

inquiries. The first inquiry studies the inflective balance depending on 

the examples and witnesses that were treated by scholars and Ibn eyyaz 

in the second inquiry.  

 The third inquiry is devoted to pluralism and its concept as far as 

Ibn eyyaz is concerned. The fourth inquiry is devoted to diminutive and 

the opnions that Ibn Ayyaz has mentioned. The fifth chapter discusses 

affiliation and the opinions of scholars and Ibn eyyaz towards some 



items. The sixth inquiry is devoted to the study inflection and phonetic 

in which the researcher studied replacement and defection. 

The researcher concluded with an abstract and God grants success.  

  

  

    

  


